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TRE SHAVANTE ENCOUNTER WITII BRAZILIAN
SOCIETY: IS 1HERE A ROOM FOR WAMARITEDE'WAS
IN MODERN WORLD?1

Sérgio Neves Dantas

The Shavante Encounter with Brazilian Society is yet another
story of the clash between Indigenous tradítions and the forces of
modernization. Methodological frameworks of various leveis ofthe
ethnic phenomenon is taken into account to tie together myriad themes
and finding from ethnographic works and political rhetoric with studies
ofthe changing roles ofindians, missionajies and govemment agencies.
The result is an informed, mulüfaceted understanding of a Shavante
ídentity that endures even as it is transformed by Brazilian society.
The paper is a cail for a sympathetic understanding of Indigenous
peoples predicament—and resiliency—in the face of radical changes
in their iive&

'Ibispaper is as)ixipsis ofp nofmyMa thais: Mythsand Drams in Moda,, lima: AStudyofthe
Shavaste Elhnic Idatty and Transformation by tbe F=unter with lhe Brazilian Socidjç writta, ir,
1995 atDartmouth CoIle,New Hampshire To a catam exta,t,themdhod utilized ir, thissmd y, canhe
lhouaj,tofas anexta,sion oftheoneAracyLopes da Silva adopted inapapapraated at*aethi,tea,tb
meding ofUe"Associação Brasileira de Antropologia" held in São Paulo, Brazil, in 1982. Whule
considaing her views and mghods, 1 also tryto complematthe analysis b y praalinghistorical data
fiom .ha autora whobaveworlced with theShavanteas well as someconcqts from studia ia dlmicity.
1 also take into considaatjon iny own obsa-vations based o,, a saia ofpasonal interviews ralized ia
1995 at Museu do Indio and Musa, Nacional (Rio deJaneiro), Univasidadedes<o Paulo and Unicamp,
Daitmouth Coliege, and PeabodyMusaim (Haivard Univasity)wha-e Ihadtbecppoxttmityto pasonaily
c~ct David Maybury Lewis hercarçberwho firat arotean extansivehnograpby oulhe Shavante
people)
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292	 The sliavante encounter with brazilian soctety

1. Shavante History and Jdentity

When the morning light dawned, the undergrowth was
already nistïmg as they passed; they were already walking,
waiking, in single file, the men with their weapons at the
ready, the women carrying the baskets and trays, the eyes
ofeach and ali flxed on the sun. We haven't lost our way
yet. Our detennination must have kept us pure. The sun
hasn't falien once and for ali; it hasn't stopped failing yet.
It goes and it comes back, like the souls ofthe fortunate.
It heats the world. The people ofthe earth haven't failen,
either. Here we are. 1 in the middle, you ali around me. 1
talking, you listening. We tive, we waik. That is happiness,
it seems.2

A people "on the move" is the characterization ofthe Shavante
society that Aracy Lopes da Silva made in her article in 1982. Their
history, she says, is strikingly marked by the transitory nature oftheir
territoty over time. These movements, from one place to another were
mostly caused by the incursion ofcolonization expeditions across their
lands, which were aimed at the appropriation ofindigenous tenitories
for agriculture and caule ranching. When official villages, aldeamentos,

were created to divide Indian people and utilize them as a labor force,
two basie processes occurred: some groups accepted, at least
temporarily, the association with the whites in the aldeamentos while
others avoided them as much as they couid 3 (200).

2 E>arad from Mano Vargas Llosa's national bestseller: 'mie Storytelier"

Ponguin Books, 1989:40.

3 Aracy suggSs examhiingthepros of Shavante construction ofselfby studyingtheirown oral narrativa
11,is is to saythal lhe itudy ofthe nature and ntcot ofthe naxnlivthat refleclthewaypeopleelaboflte
upon their past coa reveal te way te Shavanle defineth~lvw today.

fliere are many advantagesto sudi stralegy F, ihere are not many do nnatedhistoricol sour
available on te peniod of lhe fira ShavantelBrazilian a,com,ters; therefore, te atudy of Shavante
mythoIo&mIrwnatíveswn be usi1 toflhlthese gaps andreconstitutethispaal. Second, and more inwortant,
isto considerhiaoricol myths as a beief system, a perspedivethat Aracy haself hw undatakon forte
Shavante case, and as Warra, lias also done inhastudy ofdhmcity in a hiiland Guatemalan onnnnuntty.
Warra, applies a "historical understandingof othnic idaitity" to an intapriVe framework tal considera
mythic rrative as modeis of rapresaitation iii te presait la lhe author's oi, words: ... hiaoiy,(like
mylh) is onntinually rephrased both to direa andto dealwiththe cbanging diaraoter ofrelationswithitiilie
Indian community and relation bçtweai dhnie groups. History as a belief systean is flhteredlhrouilhe
realities of tbepresait; ithas lhe ideological bmeflt ofhindsight (Wazraz 1978: 144).
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Internal disagreements among Shavante leader during their first
encounters with Braziian society have produced group divisiveness
and ethnic boundaries. The disagreements were centered on the simple
dilemma causal by the contact: whether to accept living with the Whites
or continue fleeing imo isolated areas ofthe forest to avoid them This
dilemma, symbolically expressed lii the mythic narrative4 of the
crossing of Araguaia river—Dzmor"—sp1it the Shavante "nation"
imo two major ethnic groups: the Sherentes (those who accept the
contact) and the remaining Shavantes who refixsed the integration imo
the civiliza! world.

The myth called "Dzsmor" 5 corresponds to a time when
the Shavante were still living in their homeland in Gois
and many whites contacted their viliages creating divisions
and conf'usion among the Indians. Eventually some
Shavante trusted the Whites and accepted to live dose to
the White villages—acampamentos The great majoritç
however, suspected the apparent White goodwill. As they
realized that three of their own chiefs were pleasing and
welcoming the Whites, some Shavantes planned to
elijninate them in a coilective hunt—Dzmor. One of the
chiefs, though, was spared due to the intervention of his
sister. Later on, the latter escaped from the Shavante viliage
and told the Whites about the murders. The Whites, then,
gathered together in great number and killed ali the
Shavante, except for two young warriors who escaped

4Duringthe 1960's Bartolomeu Giaaria and Adalbato Ileide, bolh Salesian missionafles,tape recorde4
lhe mylhs/dreams of Jeronimo Tsawe, a respeded Wamaritedc'wa and d,ief who lived in lhe Indian
resa-vation Marechal Rondcn and Sangradouro, üi the State ofMato Grosso, ia Centra] Brazil. Evatually
thesenarratives werepublished, firg iatheir original fomi, whim ormnçrisedthe conçilations ofOjaccaxia
and Heide (1975), and lata, lhe sarne material was analyzcdas part of a literary intaprdationby Sergio
Lajiz Rodrigues Medeiros (1991).

5AdaptedandtranslatedfromGiacca ija and Heide% book: "Jeronimo Xavante Sonha", 1975:28. Lopes da
Silva (1982), basedon Maybury Lewis (1967) believes such an evait corresponds tothefirst split of
Shavante nation, altbougii lhe also adçnowledges some olher authors' interprdations. But whatever
intapratian migial be lhe rigiit on; lhe division is always eiqlained as lhe result ofdivergmon arnong
Shavante leadeSiip htanis of arxq,tingornotto coopa-ate with lhe W1ites. Thosewho czossedtheriva
and refused lhe contais are lhe descarrdants oftoday's Shavante and lhe ranaining groups colTapcnd te
lhe people known today as Sha-aite.
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and found shelter in the surrounding forest.
As time passed, the remaining Indians who were still living
in viliages dose to the White acampamento become
increasingly suspicious ofthem and sent two spies to find
out about their plans. When the spy returned with bad
news—that the Whites supposedly had gathered an arniy
to eliminate the Indians—they decided to cross the
Araguaia tiver to escape. Eventually, though, part ofthe
group did not cross the tiver.

Historical sources refer to this episode as a moment when
government economic plans emphasized the acquisition of new

territories6 The political and economic situation in Gois reflected
Governrnental policies in favor of agriculture along the Araguaia tiver
and ranch caule in the Tocantins area. Legislation in 1811 facilitated
the creation ofBandeiras—private organizations aimed at the "opening
of new lands" and displacing and enslaving Indians if need be. The
Bandeiras prosecuted wars against Indians in exchange for legal
concessions by the Qovermnent of lands and Indians who were taken
as siaves. To isolate distinct indigenous populations a prison was
created in the Araguaia regioa The response carne soon with the
destruction of the prison by the Indians—a coalition of Shavante,
Sherente, and Karaja tribes (Lopes da Silva, 1985/86, p. 364).

After this period, according to the sarne author, the Shavante
headed to the North, but were blocked by other Indian peoples. There
are no detailed historical data about this period but there seems to be
a consensus arnong researchers that continuous conflicts with Whites
led the Shavante to constant migrations to isolate themselves and find
peace. This forced migration was followed by the conquest or
avoidance of other Indian's territories, such as the Krah, linibira,
Kanakatey, and Boto, who becarne their enemies.

During the 1840's a second split iii the Shavante society took
place in the banks of a tiver called "Rio das Mortes", a tributary of
Araguaia tiver. The reasons were the sarne as those ofthe first division.

67he suential arder of Historical fads and its correspondaice with oral narratives are based on
Silva(1982,1986) and Medcir05(1991)
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Those Indians who deliberately avoided the contact with the Whites
established a village in the surroundings ofthe Araguaia river to keep
distance from the White acampamentos. With the constant threat of
White proximity they decided to found another viliage at Cristalino
river. Later on, however, a new carnp of Whites was discovered by
Shavante spies. The Indians managed to enter the "acampamento" by
pretending to offer a larnb to the White chief so as to spy on the White;
indeed the Whites had plans of attacking them.

The Shavante, then, took a good opportunity to escape when a
rain storm carne at night time and crossed the Rio das Mortes. During
the crossing, though, a large buil fish, known as "Boto", scared the
Indians who had not yet crossed. This episode is vividly remembered
arnong lhe Shavante, as the foliowing native narrative indicates.

When part of our people had already crossed the tiver, a
boto carne and forced the others to return. Sons start
shouting from one bank of the tiver while their mothers
screamed at lhe other, like that: Take good care of my
sons! They screarned out loud to their relatives, brothers,
sisters, uncles, and aunts.... They stand from the bank of
the tiver, trembling and crying. . It separated our people
(Medeiros, 1991: p. 81, Lopes da Silva, 1982: p. 209).

On an individual level, the myth ofthe origin oRbe white man-
Waradzu—reveals the oppositional nature of Shavante ethnic
identification at this stage when, in symbolic terms, a decision must be
made bet-ween two opposing choices: retaining an Indian identity or
metarnorphosing imo whites. The myth of creation ofthe White man
is a "story" of metarnorphosis—that of the wapt who becarne the
original White mari—the waradzu. 7 The wapt symbolizes a marginal
figure in Shavante society. He represents a problem for the community
because of bis rebellious behavior. The wapts always rise againstthe
customary traditions and instigates prohibited desires. Because ofthis,

7Myts aboutorigin ofthe Wbiteman aSa aznong otha societies á well. Roberto Da Mata, br iastm,ce,
realizesthat Apbays, Timbiras, and Kayap—s, developed a myth ofibeorigin ofIhe\üteman called

aprs symboio1Iysomefeatur offfi&relalicnship withthe Wiepeep!e
w well w ~ perceived position in regardto Brazilian socidy()a MaUa,1975: p.41)
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they represent a threat to the maintenance ofthe social order (Medeiros,
1991: p. 50-51). Medeiros also explains that drastic changes in
identity—metamorphosis—is a characteristic ofthese beings who also
possess a strong magical power to create things.

Metamorphosis explains symbolically, the logic behind the
Shavante perceptions ofthe wbites at the first stages ofthe interethnic
clash between Shavantes and Brazilians. From an Indian perspective,
if some Indians were living with and acting as the Whites, the Shavante
might have certainly thought, they would no longer be Indians. Indians
do not do weird and strange things as Whites do. A magic
transformation must be at work. Only wapts, with their super-powers
would transform themselves into weird Waradzus.

There are important symbolic meanings and perceptions in this
myth where the Shavante classifS' the White men by naming them
Waradzu (the other), and create the sea (a symbolic barrier between
the "te and Indian world). 8 The myth can be characterized as
ofrebeilion, desire, magic, desertion and metamorphosis. The foliowing
is a summary ofthe myth as Medeiros describes it,

During a coilêctive hunting, the Shavante camped in a place
where there were many Indai trees [a kind of coconut tree].
The women's work was to open up the coconut and gather
the nuts. There was a voracious adolescent [a wapt] who
greedily ate ali the possible nuts that bis mother could get.
His brother recommended many times that he save some
for the future but without success.
The mother then got very angry with lhe son's
unsempulous desire and decided to punish bisn by including
her own citoris ainong the next share ofnuts. As the young
Shavante tasted a diflèrent flavor in bis mouth and found
the clitoris, instead ofthrowing it out he kept it with him.
Since then a strong desire to become a waradzu was bom
inside ofhim. With an enormous abdomen, he then slid on
lhe floor while lhe women bit him for bis greedy and
selfishness.

8Waradni is also te name for ever4hingweird ar sirange for te Shavante.
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The Shavante then headed offto the viliage and left him
alone and abandoned. Later on, bis brothers returned but
found him living with two women in a place around a
waterfaIl (he had created the women from the mother 's
clitoris). By then, he was no longer the sarne person but
rather transformed; he became a civilized man and worked
in a garage producing weapons. He was also able to
accomplish feats such as making hair grow instantly by
pushing the brother's heads in the water. When the men in
the viliage were informed ofthis news they ali carne tu see
him, they themselves wanting long hair. The waradzu tben
pieased the men. Yet, earning revenge for the suffering he
got through when he was an Indian, he decided then tu
transform une ofthe men into a frog. At the men's pal-ting
the waradzu expiained that they would never see him again.
Finaily, the waradzu , using bis uniimited power
transformed the river into a sea in order tu separate the
civilized ones from the Shavante for good. (27-28)

As a result ofthe changed historical circumstances, characterized
by increased contact between Indian and non-Indian societies, a more
cornplex network ofreiationships emerged. Indian decisions involving
the Shavante community as a whole demanded the consideration of a
wider set ofvariables and resulted in a number of stratêgic rnechanisms
aimed at the maintenance of the unity ofthe group. Internai divisions
within the original comrnunity into new sub-groups, rather than
representing an ethnic divisiveness, accounted for the multiplication
of the Shavante themselves in order to occupy their territory more
effectiveiy and protect it against outside invasions. 9 The splits at this
stage represented thus a general strategy airned at the maintainance of
unity and group survival within Brazilian state.

At the individual levei, a new scenario marked by dependence
and subordination on the relationship between Indians and the

fl,e 1970's wat a paiod wha, te Shavante's intsnal faionaIism and group cch&va,s gained
sfinceas itwas associatai with a prana ctate' Mmcd ±e defaseoftheirtaritoria. Accordi,g
to the Bra2ilian anthropologM Aracy LSilva, 1976 lhe Shavante split thetnseIv irÃo sub-groups,
formingnewtiib accordingto traditional 1dionat finca. (Lcpes da Silva, 1985/86:376).
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representatives oftutelary agents changed the nature ofthe inter-ethnic
clash and Shavante ethnic identification. With more communication
between the two societies perceptions and self-images shifted away
from polar oppositions, symbolically represented by the notion of
metamorphosis, to acquire a certain degree offlexibility and mixture
in terrns of paraineters and images in identity.

Today, there seem to be difl'erent leveis of Indian identification
juxtaposed: one is still acquainted with old traits associated with the
time the Shavante lived alone in the forest and the other assume a
modern character, "vested" with elements of the civilized world. The
"civilized Shavante" is then an individual who has adopted certain
modem manners and traits but nevertheless, incorporates them imo
the fraine of traditional Shavante pattems of thinking. For example,
today, young leaders belong to both Shavante political factions and
Bra.ziiian political parties but their actions greatly resembie those of
spies and explorers who undertake journeys imo the outside territory
and bring valuable things to their original ti-ibes10 On a group levei,
Shavantes today continue to perform their traditional naming practices
while also accepting Portuguese names through baptism. However,
Portuguese names are accommodated imo the logie of Shavante naniing
ideology, they are "welcome" to expand the system but not to take its
piace."

lO$ andewlorat =charadas~ às severa! Sbavantem)4hiC1lial0d31 and ditam oral narrativos.
In bis ana!ysis of Shavanle mylhs, Medeiros (1991) suggestslhe followingnaintivepallfln:

FS, a givai diarader Ieavesthe vivageto visita mystic p!ace—some alea til unlmovun,
myezious;
flai, !his diarader rdums to te village;
And finaily, lhe whole group in lhe viliage profit from lhe rdum of lhe diarader since he
oairis some secta ar valuable infoimation tal will aridi lhe cultural inhaitance of lhe
group (62)

Sudi a sequential model, as lhe author explains, anergos às lhe overali sdieme ofnarralives and refleds
manydifferait evaitsthat ooeurinlhe contei ofdaytodaYtifo. Forin gance, beforethemai gohunting
some ofthem—the explorat—are tireI sait In tolhe foresi to invigate potaitial areas of game. Thai,
upon lheir raum, lhe exploras relay their fhidinga tolhe coilective !imtng expedilicn, who of.x,urse
beneflt from shis information to plan lhe hunt
Alongthe sarne tines thehislorical narrativos ofwaia fotlow a strikingjy similar mode!lolhal mailioned
above , as Medeiros suggests:

Tbe spies mcd lhe olha
lhe spios rdum and tell peoplewhatlhey realize aboul lhe othec
lhe group Usai decides, based ca lhis information, whdhwto altack or not lhis olha.

11 fteritual ofnaminghas special sign ificar,cefor theShavanletlrOugiiou lhecourseofan individualtife.
Inherbook"Nomoseansigos:Da prática Xa vallte a unta reflexo sobreosG". Axacy L da Silva presmls

an extalsive analysis of lhe Shavante naming pradices.
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Likewise, myths and dreams now incorporate symbolic elements
ofChristianity but continue to reflect Shavante patterns oforganization
and ontology. There are changes in the content of the naifatives, but
none in form, structure, and overali purpose of the message. The
contem of dream narratives are fiill of Christian symbols and images
reflecting the day-to-day contact with Christianity, although not
necessarily carrying the sarne meanings. Jeronimo Tsawe, the
warnaritede'wa whose drearns/myths 1 have refered to throughout this
paper, (see notes 4, 18) has hirnseWannounced, after the contact with
Christianity, that he "was predestined from now on, to communicate
no tanger with warnari 12 but with a new spiritual eutity: Dapotowa
[God]" (Medeiros, 1991: p121).

In bis interpretative anatysis of Jeronimo's dream narrative
Medeiros clearly distinguishes Dapatowa and wamari spheres of
influence. These characters present in the dreams represent symbols
in distinct semantie domains. Wamari serves as Jeronimo's spiritual
guide iii the dreams that correspond to the events before the contact
with missionaries, and bis messages are mostly concern Shavante
actions as warriors, hunters, and spies. Dapatowa is the character
associated to post-contact narratives and represents the Christian God;
the semantic nature of Dapatowa discourse includes images of evil
and punishment, characteristic of the Christian ideology (118-119).

However, the wamaritede 'was role as official drearner of the
tribe and the overail purpose and meaning of bis mS'stic experience
remains the sarne: to guide the Shavante toward the right path. The
essence ofJeronimo's mystic expei-ience, made visible through drearns,
has not changed due to the contact with Christianity and its meanings
have not been replaced by Cbristian ones. Rather, the exarnining of
dream narratives reveals that Christian symbols are incorporated into
the narratives to expand an Indian mystic experience.

The message that Dapatowa delivers to Jeronimo in the foliowing
dream narrative is a good example of how Christian syrnbology is
assirnilated and recreated to benefit the Shavante comrnunity: 13

12Wamaji is the n,jrjtual atity&lio traditionaily "visit" Jonimo ir, dreanis and give him guidance.
13The original and coniple foim ofthis narrative n be found on pagea 227-229 ofGiaxaria and Heide's

"Jeronimo Xavante Sonha".
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He [Jesus] carne and said..., 1 want that you perform the
Buriti 14 race.
[Jesus-] Are you going to acquiesce with it?
[Jeronimo-] Yes, 1 will acquiesce 011 behalfofthem.
1 arn the one who is supposed to direct them to do so. The
Buriti race is so beautifül. 1 accept your request.
[Jesus-] You have to continue realizing your festivities....
Your traditions cannot end, they are yours, you can not
stop perfomiing them, must persevere.... Only the waradzu
do not participate. They have different festivities. It is very
beautifiul to watch your race. It is lovely and beauteous
the way you paint yourselves and wear those wooden plugs
in the earlobes, it is very pleasing to watch you. Do you
hear me? Now 1 want to teach you a song. You must sing
this song during the festivity ofBuriti race.... [the music is
recited] You can not live without the festivities. They are
yours, yourjoyousness and happiness. The waradzu have
nothing. They only play soceer. You are beautiful dwing
the Buriti feast, sharing joy arnong yourselves. .. Go and
teach them the Buriti song. You must obey otherwise 1
won't visit you again.

He carne and talked to me like that. 1 abide by his
bidding. Then, 1 urged the men to pile the buriti.

It is clear then that Christian symbols and images are used to
Shavante own advantages, since the Christians would not be interested,
of course, in the preservation of Indian traditions. Jesus, the son of
Dapatowa, reinforces Indian customs while denigrating "te ones.
He guides the Shavante to not abandon their iraditions, just like wamari
used to do in the past. In a pragmatic sçnse, God and Jesus become
new characters in dreamlmyth narratives, yet their roles have not
changed: they continue to guide the Shavante on the right path into
the future.

However, the future does not fit so easily into the frarnework of
Shavante adaptive responses and persistence as a distinctive group.

14Burifi is a kind of paim net lhe Shavante nin wi*h aumps of buriti as pai ofthe ftivity mlled
"corrida de buriti" (lhe buriti ra).
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Their ftiture as an ethnic group within Bra.zilian society will depend
not only on their internal cultural dynarnism but largeiy on externa]
factors as well. In order to suggest some scenarios, 1 will examine
these two internal and external factors separately.

From an internal perspective, the process of Shavante ethnic
transformation and maintenance can be thought of as a dynamic
equilibrium in the interaction between factional and unifíing forces.
This is related to what David Maybury Lewis explains as"... a delicate
balance of power and of interests"(213). Similarly, (iraham (1993)
refers to this as "... .a tension between individualisrn and factiona!
identity" (725).

This tension is due to the Shavante political system which is
characterized by strong factionalism, a strong cultural mark present in
Shavante life that splits the community imo clans, lineages, and factions.
In Maybury Lewis's words, "Shavante regard fellow clansmen as
somehow "my people", as opposed to non-clansmen, who are 'others'."
Clans, lineages, and factions dispiay distinct characteristics and
functions, each holds its own norms of interaction within the
community. In few words,

A faction consists of a lineage and its supporters, who
may be other lineages ofthe sarne
c!an, other individuais, or even lineages of another clan.
The dominam faction is of cburse the chief's faction and
it may be referred to lii conversation by the narne of the
chief's lineage. (Maybury Lewis, 1967: p. 169)

Factionalism seems to be part of ali matters in Shavante life,
Maybury Lewis says, and it lies behind men's struggle for prestige,
power, and authority. It is part of the scheme of things, in terms of
which peop!e regulate their behavior and order their conceptual
categories. The factions are in perpetual competition for power and
prestige and the ultirnate prize ofthe chiefiaincy (190).

In fact chieftaincy, faction, prestige, and power are states and
terms that are ciosely interre!ated. "A chief is recognized as such so
long as heis the head of a strong faction." (190). Chieftaincy requires
prestige, the latter can only be pursued in practical terms ifthe candidate
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belongs to a strong faction. Shavante factionalism, writes Maybury
Lewis, "... can thus be seen as competition for Iéadership, with the
position ofhe'a [chief] as the prize. li is a competition in which all the
adult men are involved whether they like it or nol?' (213).The power
of a chief is the power of bis faction, and prestige is the necessary
condition for Mm to gain recognized authority (198).

Yet, Shavante authority is not au easy term to grasp. It would be
closely associated, when compared to our western political system, to
one of charismatic authority—a type of authority based 011 the unique

and remarkable qualities ofthe leader (Robertson, 1987:656).
For the Shavante these qualities, according to Maybury Lewis,

are: ". . - self-assertiveness, oratorical skills, athletic prowess and
ceremonial expertise"(198). These are qualities that by and large go
together and are the prerequisites for prestige. A Shavante chief is in
a sense an individual who, once he has achieved prestige, is more
likely to influence public opinion than to issue orders. "A mau cannot
aspire to the chieftance unless he has prestige and once he has achieved
that status he can only fijnction as a chief through the exercise of
prestige" (198).

Factionalism and prestige are expressed in the contexi ofone of
the Shavante strongest traditions—the War, a political gathering of
the men, which is held everyday at the center of the village. Laura
Graham, another anthropologist who worked with Shavante groups,
describes extensively the Shavante construction of disèourse in the
context of the War. During the ceremony each participant articulates
"bis" views in a coilective manner, parapbrasing other interlocutor 's
ideas who preceded bis taik. In Grahaxn words,

Much of what au orator says is explicitly that of another
speaking self, War discourse is formally represented so as
nol to be construed as the product of individually
ratiocinating speakers. In fact, rather than conforming to
a Western speech act teleology ofdiscourse, a perspective
that posits a one-to-one set ofcorrespondences between
an individual speaker and discourse, war discursive
practice represents discourse as a collage of multiple
articulating voices. li pragmatically illustrates the emergent
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intersubjectivity iiiherent in any discursive interaction. In
the Shavante model, truth is not a universal standard
against which individual statements can be measured; truth
can be contested, as it is constructed from many voices
(719)

By comparing Western thinking in terms ofpolitical theory and
dernocracy with the Shavante political activities, Graham explores
issues such as individuality, group bebavior, and sense of selE These
concepts are interrelated to the discussion on the relationship between
dialogical pattem of discourse and identity.

The Shavante's sense of self in the context ofWar meetings is
not one of a personalized self aimed at competing with others's
personalized selves as in a western oriented decision making process;
rather, decisions are outcomes of multiple articulating voices, a sort
ofcollective selfproduction. As Graham put it,

The Xavante organize discourse to be the product o!'
multiple selves in the form ofmultiple voices. Rather than
representing discourse as inherently bound te individual
subjectivities and individual processes of rational
thought,... Xavante represent discourse as an extra-
individual phenomenon, a ceilective production o!' multiple
voices (717).

We may better grasp the Shavante discursive practices and
behavior by examining a number o!' socio-linguistic concepts such as
langitage funclion, language use, and communicafive coinpetence.
In a few words: "When you learn to use a language, you leam how te
use it in order to do certain things that people do with that
language"(Wardhaugh,1988: p. 241).

In the context o!' the War discoursive practices, then, language
use assumes an interrelaüonal/dialogical perspective, as we have a]ready
seen. In symbolic terms, as Graham synthesizes, CCT zguage lies on
the border between oneself and the other. The word in language is haif
someone else's" (in Graham, 1993:719). But when we consider
language use, alorig with communicative competence and the different
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fiinctions of language, we are forced to elaborate discursive practices
and behavior from a perspective that extends to the Shavante social
organization at a larga

The concept of communicative competence varies, but for the
purpose of our discussion it is enough to understand that
communicative competence is more than simply mastering a language
repertoire of roles—linguistic competence. In Gumperz words:

Whereas linguistic competence covers the speakers's
ability to produce grammatically correct sentences,
communicative competence describes his ability to select,
from the totality of granimatically correct expressions
available to him, forras which appropriately reflect the
social norms governing behavior in specific encounters
(inWardhaugh: p. 241)

At War meetings the social norms that govern speakers'
performance are mainly associated with the role to serve as a
"representative of a group rather than of his individual rationali.zing
self... Thus, when a man addresses the men's council [War] his
fachonal identity takes priority over his individual self' (Graham,
1993:726-725, the italic is mine). But between the Shavante factional
identity and individual seiflie a number ofmotivations and reasons for
the men to demonstrate communicative competence in fhis particular
way These are associated, as seen earlier, with men gaining power,
authority, and prestige, which involves self-assertiveness and oratorical
skili&

Factionalism as a driving social force finds its expression in the
context of other important Shavante events outside of the War
meeting—an event restricted to the matute men. To have a say at the
men's council a Shavante has to mature first, and to achieve his maturity
the young Shavante has to perform an extensive ritual in which the
whole tribe participates in some way—including the women. Part of
the ceremony may be thought of as a form ofhostility to women in the
form of rape- Rape symbolizes the power relationship between
Shavante men and women as an ultimate expressions offactiona]ism.
Ceremonial rape is then part of an extensive men's initialization rite
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called Wai'a, in David Maybury Lewis words: "A commi.mication of
power to the initiated men"(Maybury Lewis, 1967: p. 266).

The Waj'a is the most important event inthe Shavante ceremonial
life. For the young Shavante it is a time when he become a mature
man, assumes new duties and gains some privileges as well. The
cereinonial rape of women, Maybury Lewis says, is a necessaiy step
for the young Shavante to gain power and to achieve his manhood.
Bellicosity is the most impoi-tant symbolic element in the ritual, as an
expression ofmanhood (265). Given the constant threat from outsiders,
he continues, the men need to control women in order to communicate
these female powers toward themselves and gain beliicosity. The author
associates bellicosity with Shavante factionalism and hostility toward
outsiders. He notes that there is a strong correlation between
ceremonial hostility towards women and strong factionalism. Among
societies with severe factionalism, he says, "the Kaiapo have a
ceremonial rape similar to the Shavante rite and the Sherente men's
societies would ritually threaten the women's society and mime the
killing of a woman"(306).

The author a.lso noted that this ritual expression of aggression
towards women is not conflned to the ritual context. It applies to ali
the possible divisions in the community. In Maybury Lewis words, [It
is].. .the characteristic mode of relationship between men of a
community and outsiders not ofthe sarne community. II seems also to
be the characteristic mode ofrelationship between meh of each faction
within a community and those of other factions(307).

Overali, gender relations and political factionalism are
expressions ofdualism, a strong cultural characteristic manifested in
ali G- societies. 15 Dualism is pervasive in Shavante thought and
behavior. Dual forces are manifested in the form ofgroup factionalism,
whether by gender, moiety pairs, or political factions.

15 li is important to say that a!thout gQider issues wae prested here mainly with lhe purpose of
ompSiaiting lhe analysis ooncaning fa±cnalism, it would be more effeerive ifwe could integrate

them into lhe ovetail disaission ofthis papet As probative questions, for exax,let what mie do lhe
womal piay iii Shavante ailtu,aI/socjaj Efe that we could draw from the atudy of dreams, myths and
disasmive ptems of nareative and discourseu Do lliey aiso bave dreams that are important for lhe
a,mmsmity? Can we regaM lhe fact that Shavante woman haveno direi voioe in the Shavante "publio

as a form ofgeada domination aswell as a nipturewith egalt rian mede ofthink? UfortunateI);
mucb ofthemale,ial forthis papa are from a time whmwomafs studies were ücipSt (as it is stiii)to
influaurother fields of academic reseaxt Asa omsequwoe,the gaps is this dissertation may leavelhe
renda with lhe inipression lhat we only know haif oflhe "story"—whidi 1 agree is frua
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In short, the analysis above on Shavante factionalism showed
us the strong relationship between individual subjeôtivity and sense of
collectivity. As Laura (iraham puts it, While the men's council [War]
offers a forum for the open discussion of conflicting viewpoints, the
speech conventions theniselves puli the members of different factions
together" (725)

Conversely, if the Shavante make use of language in a
depersonczlized speech fashion—which surely serves to hold the
community together—he is also compelled to do so in such a way
(communicative competence) so as to gain a position for himself in
the community—which is certainly a personal matter.

Speech conventions and political patterns ofpublic discourse at
war are importam culturalcultural markers that create unity in Shavante
villages; yet, they are not the only markers. The importance for the
Shavante, that individual construction ofpersonhood be expressed in
such a way as to prornote group cohesiveness, becomes more apparent
with aging and maturity.

As noted before, in early political life ali the young men strive
for leadership with the position ofchieftaincy as the prize. The factional
identity ofthe young Shavante, itt their desire to obtain prestige and
status, takes priority over ali other forms of group identification.
However, once a leader has becoine a chiei; his loyalty and behavior
shift away from inter-faction hostilities to fiinction as a representative
ofthe community at a large. Talking about the position ofthe chief,
Maybury Lewis writes:

Normally the chief, so lar from acting simpiy as the leader
of a dominant faction. - fi.inctions as a focus for the entire
comm	 hiunity. [The chiei] is its mouthpiece, anã he tries, in
bis summings-up in the men's council, to put the general
consensus of opinion rather than the views ofany particular
group. He is the representative ofthe community (Maybuiy
Lewis, 1967: p.201)

The chief is then a mature man, who acs on behalf of the
comxnunity as a whole and officiates at daily tasks of both political
and ceremonial life. Regarding this shift in behavior, it is interesting to
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contrast the previously described qualities associated with leadership
with those ofchieftaincy. "Self-assertiveness, oratorical skills, athletic
prowess and ceremonial expertise" are the virtues expected for the
young Shavante leader (198). For a good chief the qualities are:
ccCapacfty to show tolerance and wisdom, to act as peacemaker and to
drown discord in a flood of oratory" (203-204). Maybury Lewis
completes: "[The chief] should speak well, i.e., give good advice, which
means advice to which people will listen" (ibid.).

Moreover, these changes in the nature ofpolitical behavior, which
can be associated with the individual process ofmaturation and aging,
have direct implications in the structure of Shavante political
organization and the integrity ofthe group as a whole. Fuli exercise of
chieftaincy would not be attained without the charisma and assistance
ofthe elders. As Maybury Lewis explains, ali the elders "... advise [the
chiefl on the details of any ceremony he has to perform even while he
is actually performing it"(201). The relationship between elders and
chiefs play an important role iii terms ofthe integrity ofthe community
at a large since the " ... [chief] most important ceremonial fiinctions are
those in which he acts as te embodiment ofhis community" (ibid.).

On an individual levei some elders have a fiirther special duty.
Those are the wa,naritede 'wa: the dreain owner. The special prestige
that Wamaritede 'wa have as official dreamer, visionary, and storytelier,
play a great role in the formation and maintenance of Shavante ethnic
identity since they are the ones who influence what mei'nories are worth
preserving and sharing in the community. As seen earlier, mythic
narrative as a belief system stands as a model for ethnic representation
and maintenance. Myths, as Warren (1978) observed, are continually
rephrased through the realities of the present. Wamaritede 'was thus
plays à role in the formation and reformulation ofone's Shavante self-
representation by perpetuating reievant images from the past and
recreating them imo the present through mythic discourse.

Furthermore, as the Brazilian anthropologist Cláudia Menezes
observed, Wamaritede 'wa also plays a role in ceremonial leadership
fi.rnctioning as a conciliator in the village' conflict-resolution process.
Their duty, she says, is to unif'y the village. Contrasting the
wamarj lede 'wa 's role as ceremonial leader with. those of political
leaders, Menezesexplains, Since it is their role to unify the viliage,
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wamaritede'wa's qualities correspond to an ideal ofharmony and peace
in contrast with those of political leadership based on bellicosity and
courage, typical ofthe warrior nature (Menezes, 1984:388). In addition,
the author continues, wamaritede'wa "... must pursue good oratorical
skills so as to persuade litigants to conform with the mies and traditions"
(389). It is unnecessary to say that wamaritede'was have active
participation and "voice" at the war political gathering.

Here we see how dualistic expressions from different leveis of
Shavante culture and social organization fit together in maintaining
the dynamic of Shavante ethnicity and group cohesiveness. Whereas
factional forces (in gender, moiety pairs, ar political behavior) and
young leadership confer dynamism, patterns of public discourse,
chieftaincy, elder Ieadership, and ceremonial and mystic life counter-
act factionalism to maintain unity. The continuity of the Shavante
society as an ethnic group depends on maintaining this balance between
these two integrative parts. The strengthening of one part at the expense
of the other can be conducive to internal instability with disruptive
effects to the group. Such instability is likely to occur iii difi'erent leveis.

At the group levei, iffactional behavior goes beyond acceptable
limits, the community may be struck by continua! splits. This problem
was raised by the Brazilian anthropoiogist Aracy L. da Silva while
exp!aining the possibie dismptive effects of successive proliferation
of new villages during the 1970's. At that time, a surge ofnew sub-
groups emerged from original communities in parailel to the !aunching
ofnew young leaders into the political life; each new village was aligned
to the political faction of the leader. The author says,

The rapid increase in the number of viliages into sinail
agglomerates with not enough population to maintain some
social activities can lead to a rupture of the basic
organizational principie, typicall of G societies like the
Shavante (Lopes da Silva, 1986: p378).

The rupture of this basic principie, which is centered on the
notion that the "village contains the universe", corresponds, in another
word, to the rupture ofthe unity ofthe community at a large (ibid.).

Conversely, ifthe Shavante societies lack the political dynamism
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of their young, much will be lost in terms of the community's self-
defense as an ethnic group, with similar disruptive consequences for
the group. As outlined earlier, under the impact of Brazilian society,
the Shavante have been able to reorganize and reconstitute themselves
as a people by using a number of mechanisms where the young play
central role. They are sent from their villages to the cities to iearn
valuable knowledge such as the language, methods, and the culture of
the Brazilians. Such knowledge provides Shavante groups with the
basis for effective participation in Brazilian natioS institutions helping
them to defend their interest& This dynaniic nature in Shavante culture
is indeed what is needed ifwe are to encourage Indigenous groups to
participate and piay their roles in modem society.

Disequilibrium between factional and uniing forces, as a
potential factor in group instability can also be analysed from an
individual levei perspective. This is the case when excessive pride in
individual factional Ieadership leads the young Shavante to fiirther
involvement into the country's political lifa The results can be the
abandoning of an Indian tribal commitment due to his increasing
association with Brazilian politicai parties. This seems to be the case
ofthe Shavante leader Mário Juruna.' 6 As the first Indian ever elected
federal deputy, Jumna soon become famous not only in Brazil but in
the world over. However, Juruna's inereasing projection in the countiy's
political arena has made him vuinerable to manipulation and uitvorable
influences. In fact, as time passed by, he wound up bèing absorbed by
the Brazilian politics, being discredited even by his own tribal
fellowmen. 17 This is then an exasnpie ofwhen interna! characteristics
of Shavante political behavior, under the influence of western based
political formulae, can be conducive to group disintegration. If
situations like that continue to occur, involving an increasing number
of young Shavantes, this wili certainly generate internal instabiiity to
the entire community.

16Mário Junma, mil for Fedaal dq,uty for the secxnd time t being successM! y eleed in 1932 undor
PDT. Juruna becaine lhe fi1g Indian who evor entaed Ule Brazilian ons as fe&aI deputv (CEDI
Rqoit 1985186:16-18).

' 7The argummts lhat 1 usecito e,1at Junjna's bdnvior caimot be categoiically affinned, thouØi. 11ese
aremy suggcaions in dlarad	 ecuIative. Definitive ncIusionswou1ddanand finther iiwtigation.
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To counter-act such a threat bom frorn individualistic pride, no
other individual in Shavante society may be more important than the
wamaritede'wa, the "dream owner". As mentioned earlier, the
wamaritede'wa plays a pivotal role in the community by reviving to
the youth the group past and origin, as well as reinforcing through
dream and mythic narratives certain lessons of the Shavante mystic
relationship with their history, nature, and cosmos.

II. A Common Future: Inter-Cultural Dialogue?

We, the autochthonous peoples of this continent, cali
ourselves "INDIANS" because for centuries we were
subjugated under this name and it is with this name that
we will liberate ourselves. TO BE INDIAN is our pride
and INDIM'IISM protects the Indian as author and
protagonist of bis own destiny. For this reason it is our
flag ofstruggle and our slogan of continental überationJ9

To fiirther suggest possible scenarios and complete my analysis

1 now turn to some considerations from a perspective externa] to
Shavante culture. 1 want to start by considering the tuming point in
the politics which brought worldwide changes in the treatment of
Indigenous issues.

With the growing number of international forums and
conventions aimed at supporting Indigenous peoples around the world,
Indigenous idenlity become an important issue. Indians, with the help
ofintemational non-governmental organizations(N0005) that provide
them with expertise, began to seek understanding of human rights
standards to fiilly participate in the creation ofofficial documents and
to assert Indian identity accordingly to the new indigenous rights

18As Aracy (1982) notes, only lhe importanl evaita ofthe Sbavante pa g are mamfCed in lhe form of

myths and papduated ovaS generations ffirou lhe voicos of Ibeir eldas. As a aoryteller, the
Wamaritede'wa altemate mvlhs and dreams in bis narrativos. Ibis is because lhe Shavanle make no
dis1inion bdween xnyths, legends, tales or dreanis. fie dreanis of Wamaritede'Wa alio cany many
myths and bis mythsarefiull ofdreamsaswell. (Giaccaxiaandlleide, 1975:8; Medeiros, 1991:13, sce
note 2).

19 Statemait nade atlhe "Fira Congress of Indian Movanaits of Soulh Amaica, Mardi, 1980.
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legislation. The United Nations Drafi Declaration on the rights of
Indigenous Peoples (tJNDD) is a case in point20 . Among its goals,
the declaration deals with the seope and meaning ofterms and words
such as Indigenous peoples, lands and territory, as well as their
implications for coliective and individual rights (Technical Review
UNDD, 1994: p. 04). 2 1 However, despite the distinctive efforts made
at reviewing the UNDD, as Robert T. Coulter noted in his evaluation
ofthe drafi, problems may arise in the establishment of a Convention
on Indigenous rights based upon the declaration (Counter, 1994: p.3 7).
Such a Convention—a sort of provision for implementation and
enforcement—should stand in accordance with the Draft's basic
principies. Part of te problem, Coulter says, is that, O... What the
declaration really says and what it will mean in practice are not well
understood, even by many of those actively involved iii developing it
(37-38).

As far as identity is concerned, the draft declaration, te avoid
problems of discrimination against Indians, has adopted no officiai
definition of Indigenous peoples. Instead, according to the official text,
this concept "... shall be regarded as in continuing process ofevolution
and refinement"(Technical Review UNDD, 1994:p. 07). Indeed,
"Indigenous people" as a widely accepted category can unite different

oups and generate indigenous consciousness but such a large categoiy
is too broad or weak as a self-identificatjon of each of these ethnic
local groups. Each Indian community has a particular way ofconceiving
themselves, each has unique historical experiences and traditions that
exist and are maintained by rneans ofdistinct classification systems. In
other words, each displays its own set of characteristics and must be

20 Otha convaitions include: Viaina's Program ofAdions Declaration, Indigatous and Tribal Feopl
Convaition (Convaton 169 ofthe Intanational Labor Organizationx and the European Parliamat
resolutions, aimed alffieelabcration and üt,lanaitatjsn of intanational laws conoaningthe enircomait
and te riits of Indigaious peoplai. lhe Unft& Nations, recogiizing te distindive contiibutions
madeatthese Fonans and11ingaitmtiontotheneedto elabotate grategiatto inplanaitthe provisions
and resolitoçis established there, decidal in Oaiaal Assanbly of Febn'ary, 1994, to proclaim tbe"
!nteznational Decade ofthe Indigatous Papulations",tobegjn by Decanber 12, 1994. .Among ris goals,
lhe Decade atatanag foaises co te noS to atabli prai cal programa associated wiih Indigmous
communities and the in,portzice ofpromoting Intanational awaraiess and knowledge about te
diffiaxltiat and struSgIes facing Indigatous peoples aroundthe world

21pJormfion obtained .ia e!earonic computa nwork, INTERNET(see bibliography)
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studied separately. The identity of"Indian" that distinguishes the native
individual from the "white" rests upon the regional, etbnic identity,
defined in terms ofhis or her group oforigin and the particular historical
context of contact with the "whites". Ir is only when the distinet
historical and cultural heritage of a given group is taken into account
that Indigenous identity and claims can serve as viable basis for the
implementation ofany sort ofindigenous rights.

Moreover, we may be aware that intemational conventions and
forums alone wil not guarantee effective governmental actions in
defense oflndian peoples. The struggle faced by Shavante groups due
to the contact with Brazilian society can be largely associated with
wide set of economic interests. Indigenous policies and ideologies
reflect the economie expansion of the country and its diplomatie
relations. Thus, provisions and rights in support ofindian peoples will
be hardly implemented without changes in the Braziian overail
economy and politics. For instance, violence over land-related issues
is likely to continue unless drastic changes in land distribution and
serious commitments are made to implement agrarian reforms. Recent
statisties showthat 70% ofBrazilian farmers are landless and 81% of
the farmland is held by only 4.5% ofthe population (Moran, 1993).
These numbers themselves explain why violence is the usual outcome
of a process of access to resources.

The future of Indians such as the Shavante as ethnic groups in
Brazilian society requires a great deal of responsibility and political
will on the part of"Whites" to change this overail picture Considering
the different popuiation rates between the two societies, the
responsibility ofBra.zilians shafl be regarded as proportionally big as
their population, greatly outnumbering that of Indians. It is certainly
our responsibility to provide the means through which Indians would
redefine their realities and truly piay their roles in modern world
according to their own values and beliefs.

We may perhaps accept the fact that a progressive world can
move forward without ihe Indian input into the process; yet, it is only
auspicious that progress can be a joint undertaking. II' institutional
support and Indigenist policies pay enough attention to the cultural
dimension ofthe interethnic contact between Indians and Whites they
would be able to recognize the richness and complexities of culture
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such as that ofthe Shavante; this would greatly benefit both groups in
terms of promoting a genuine exchange of values, meanings and
knowledge. Part ofthis knowledge shall be the recognition that we-
whites—have much to learn from each particular Indian society. It is
not a surprise to learn that Maybury Lewis, an Englishman, after a
lifelong relationship with the Shavante (which resulted in the first
extensive ethnographic knowledge about this people), has categorically
affirmed that: ... ali the peoples ofthe world can learn from one another,
that there are other ways ofliving, and they have a digriity and integrity
oftheir own." (in Los Angeles Times, May 7, 1992) 22

Dignity and integrity are indeed the strongest markers in Shavante
identity. These markers, as if charting their movements, responses,
and manifestations, have been present throughout their history It is
not without reason that Shavantes have been depicted as proud Indians
with a strong personality, a personality that, for many researchers whom
1 have interviewed, is characterized by enduring qualities of discipline,
courage, aggressiveness, fi-iendship, generosity, and loyalty. The words
of Ana Maria da Paixão (Ana Paixão), a researcher at Museu do Indio,
Brazil, are perhaps those which best portray these personality traits of
the Shavante. At the end of our conversation, she said:

1 am now living in Rio and working in this Museum, and haven't
had much opportunities to contact them again. But the experiences
1 had, in closeness with their actions and words are still alive in
my memories. These remembrances are now part ofthe past but
it comes to life when 1 just pronounce their names, as 1 taik now.
IS you get to know them you will see that Shavantes will never
forget you, as well as your words. They remember everything 1
ever promised to thern. And lii fact they strive and fight with me
for the little things 1 once promised to them and couldn't
accomplish. They are just like that, as deep to love as they are to
fight. 1 greatly enjoyed the time 1 spent with them. 1 just can't
forget them, and the impressions they have caused in my sou1.23

221fformaiion ObIaÜIe*I via eledronic computei nwo,k, INTERNET.(see bibIioaphy)

23Perscnat intei-view relized in Jan 1995 ai Museu do Indio, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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It is providential to say that the recoilections of Ana Paixão
cany much ofthe dynaniic ofthe wamaritede'wa Jeronimo words in
mythic oral narratives, especially when digressions 24 occur, as to
remind the Brazilians (waradzu) not to disregard the Shavante again.
1 will let Jeronimo teU about himself and the Shavante:

Don't say to the Shavante they are bad people. We fought for our
grand-parents and grand-mothers, we did not start destruction but
the waradm did. Now we start liking you. We start enjoying being
with you, wanting good things for you for we have gone imo your
environment now. Be glad with us. When you see us along the
roads, stop and give us a lift. If you don't, L'll destroy the car,
crack it into mo pieces right away.25

It seerns that these polar emotional expressions evoked in the
waxnaritede'wa narrative reflect much of the Indian historical
resentment against the Whites, and yet their willingness to understand
and accept the waradzu and be accepted by them as well. Ifour western
modern thought is to adopt progressive models such as the idea of a
pluralistic multi-ethnic society, there will be much hope that indiidua1s
such as the wamaritede'wa would have not only the chance to telI
their "stories" but to continue to exist and find "their place" in an
civilized world. This place should be one of dignity and respect 80 that
westerners and Indians would cross cultural boundaries lëarning about
each other's "stories."

1 have come to believe, alter this study, that li is certainly
importam forfor the Shavante to know other people's "stories" as well as
to keep their own "stories" alive. Keeping their stories alive means
recounting oral narratives to future potential storytellers, the
wamaritede'was. By retelling myths and dreams, Shavantes remake
their own history and identity, linking time and place to the sacred. 1
will let Jeronimo Tsawe complete my words:

24 Digression diaraerizthenon-1inearity of ao Indian narrativç it also indicates ceztaintraits in Indian
idatitythat are "brou,t" fromtbeirhistorical roanoxy intothe ntanporaiy contea (In consultation
with Rodolfo Franooni me ofmy this advisor),

25 Adaptod andtranslated from (jiacoaria and Haide's book: "Jaonimo Xavante Sonha", 1975:52-53.
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1 am Jer'nimo, the one who is now speaking.
1 am speaking to you these words. You should listen....
1 am Jernimo, 1 do not live reclusively 1 tive everywhere, in
every part ofthis wortd.
And also in the heaven with the Father, 1 meet with Mm. You
must remember my words.26
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